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Re-Imagined Spaces to Welcome Back Travelers 
When hospitality means more than just a place to rest 

 
Lititz, PA – Travel is once again a priority for Americans as pandemic requirements ease, and 
the holidays kick up. Boutique hotels and international hospitality brands alike are looking for 
ways to change up their look and invite travelers into their establishments with refreshed 
interiors and unique ideas.  

From lobbies to hallways to guest rooms, artwork is becoming an increasingly important 
part of the guest experience, and the fully customizable Spacekit is the only innovative product 
that can do it all. The art system is perfect to help hospitality developers and designers 
welcome back travelers and create a one-of-a-kind guest experience. In fact, a recent article in 
The Washington Post dove into the latest hospitality trend of bringing a unique, curated gallery 
experience to guests starting with the moment they step through the door. 

The Spacekit system’s snap-and-go design invites guests to share their creativity by 
removing and moving panels to create an ever-changing, original work of art. A permanent 
mounting option is also available to guarantee the Spacekit design is tamper resistant. 
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Spacekit’s framing system contains self-leveling guides making it an easy-to-install design 
facelift and provides a cost-effective way to change out patterns seasonally. 

This first-of-its-kind art system is the creation of a team of event and entertainment 
industry designers at ATOMIC, who understand how to create an individualized experience. 
During the event industry shutdown caused by the pandemic, the team pivoted their creative 
design and modular products into art for residential and commercial application – listen to their 
story firsthand. 

The eco-friendly and easy to maintain Spacekit panels are made with ACRE™, a 100% 
tree-free wood alternative composed of upcycled rice hulls free of phenol, formaldehyde, and 
adhesives. Panels are available in two standard sizes: available in 25 cm (9.8”) or 50 cm (19.7”) 
frames and in a variety of designs and color palettes.  
 
Among the newest design concepts just launched, Expedition and Patchwork channel the casual 
traveler and the experienced nomad: 

 
 

 
 

Expedition: Take your wall art to new heights with Expedition. The topographical and abstract 
elements showcase an adventurous style and blends seamlessly with a neutral palette. 
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Patchwork: A fresh take on a timeless design, the Patchwork technique blends crisp shapes and 
bold colors to harness a contemporary-mod vibe. 

 
Spacekit offers a Trade Program with a wide range of exciting benefits for hospitality designers and 
architects including professional discounts, dedicated concierge service, customization and design 
assistance, no matter the size of the project. Custom designs and sizing can be quoted, designed 
and shipped in eight weeks or less. And flat packing and shipping means your Spacekit arrives via 
standard delivery. 
 
Learn more about creating custom art for hospitality with Spacekit at: www.spacekit.co. 
 
About Spacekit 
Headquartered in Lititz, Pennsylvania, Spacekit designs and manufactures modular, 
customizable wall art made from sustainable materials with a zero-waste, made-to-order 
manufacturing process. Spacekit is the creation of ATOMIC, a group of live event professionals 
with more than 25 years of experience designing and building for clients such as iHeartRadio, 
MTV and Nike. View the story of Spacekit - Spacekit - Designed by you. A snap to install.  
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